For many people, travel is not simply to look for information but also a life experience. It
seems that each passing land always leave special feelings in each person. Here is the list of
10 Vietnam tourist attractions that brings you memorable experiences in Vietnam and check
how many places you have already visited. You can apply Vietnam visa on arrival online to
fly to these destinations easily.
Enjoy the view of the first dawn on the land of Vietnam
Situated on a spit in Phu Yen, Dai Lanh cape (Mui Dien) is the first place on the mainland of
Vietnam’s territory to greet the dawn. Experience the chance to welcome the first rays of
the rising sun from the horizon, watching the sun slowly revealed in bright red and its
reflections in the blue sea will be a memorable experience for each of us.
Visit Ms Vo Thi Sau tomb in Con Dao at 12:00am
Coming to Con Dao – top best Vietnam tourist attractions, you will have the opportunity to
learn the prison system built by French to keep particularly dangerous prisoners, how our
head to the memory of 20,000 soldiers who have laid down their lives for their country in
Hang Duong cemetery and burn incense on the tomb of the heroine Vo Thi Sau.
In the transitional moment with the silence of the night, your heart suddenly becomes
strangely quiet. To many people, it seems that the gap between the living world and the
dead become very close at that moment.
Climbing Fansipan – the roof of Indochina
Situated at an altitude of 3.143m above sea level, Fansipan is conquering goal of many
young people who love risky adventure and want to prove their skill, spirit and toughness.
The feeling of touching the peak with the inscription “Fansipan” and shouting on the roof of
Indochina will dispel any fatigue. Besides, you have joy and pride when overcoming
challenges in order to achieve what you want. Best time to conquer Fansipan is October and
November.
Go by motorcycle past Cam Ranh Bay – one of the most beautiful stretches of road in the
world
Wandering by motorcycle on one of the most beautiful coastal roads in the world at Cam
Ranh Bay (according to the assessment of TripAdivsor), you will have the chance to see the
beauty of a picturesque coastal area. You will be satisfied to see the blue sea mixing color
with the sky, white sand stretches along beside green meadow and wild flowers… If you are
luckier, you will see the sheep and cows grazing there. That’s beautiful scenery that cannot
be ignored.
Explore the Son Doong cave
Son Doong cave (Quang Binh, Vietnam) is well-known as the largest natural cave in the
world. With a height of more than 200m, 150m wide, min 6.5 km long and numerous
beautiful stalactites, cave Son Doong challenges explorers to visit and conquer. Therefore, it
has become one of the best Vietnam tourist attractions.
Comments of National Geographic Magazine (USA): “There are forests inside the cave, and
large enough to contain a skyscraper in New York. But the end point of the cave is indefinite
that would inspire many explorers to come and explore this huge cave”.

The cave exploring trip takes about 6 days with most of the time walking and climbing in the
cave; this will be your experience of health and toughness challenging that not everyone can
make. Son Doong cave explorations, riding a motorbike on one of the most beautiful stretch
of roads in the world… are extremely interesting experience that you should not miss.
Dive in Phu Quoc – the place having the beautiful coral reefs
Phu Quoc – pearl island – the largest island of Vietnam has pristine and mild beauty, smooth
white sand embeding the blue water. An interesting point that you definitely need to
experience is diving to contemplate gorgeous coral reefs. The feeling of seeing gorgeous
views of the coral reefs with your own eye in An Thoi island that having coral area up to
360ha, touching the colorful fish hovering gives you un-forgetful impression. The best time
to visit Phu Quoc is from December to March in next year.
Visit northern mountains in rice ripen season
The rice ripen terraces will be reward for those who exceed the dangerous road to Ha Giang
or SaPa. This sight is so fascinating that you will never forget.
Stay overnight on Halong Bay
Halong Bay in Quang Ninh is the preferred destination of those who want to enjoy
themselves in nature. Sleeping on Halong Bay cruise, you seem to be lost in the dream
realm contemplating the starry sky, holding a virtual fog in hand, feeling blue sea water
reflection of distant island, discover the work of the Creator… All will be exciting experience
for anyone who has the opportunity to discover one of the most beautiful bay in the world.
Lying on the boat watching lanterns in Hoi An at the full moon day
Known as the World Cultural Heritage, Hoi An at night appear on the ancient enchanting
beauty. Perhaps the image of the ancient town and lantern, everyone had seen before.
However, when lying on the boat and watching the old city along the Hoai River, you will
have completely new-fangled feeling. The picture is like a slow motion: sparkling, vivid,
dreamy and beautiful, etc… and you will be comfortable and relief.
Visit Mekong delta in flood season
When the blazing sun of summer is no longer burned, the Western Region enters the flood
season. Arriving at the famous bazaars in this area such as Cai Rang, Cai Be… you will enjoy
yourself in the small world of the waters with many orchard products. Sometimes there is
no need to purchase, just watch mango, oranges, rambutan, dragon… that makes you feel
pleasant. A cultural experience from sound, image and even the smells… will help you gain
much in this journey of exploring.

